A database for sensors and methods for online measurement in the sectors chemicals and chemical engineering will be compiled.

The database will give users an orientation for selecting sensors and methods as well as suppliers and contact points for screening them upfront of any implementation.

Manual sampling combined with a simple digital data treatment does not always provide an optimal solution. Such an approach is labor intensive, infrequent and mostly does not deliver sufficient data being relevant for the process and the products made. Introduction of automated sensors and an improved statistical data evaluation can lower the operating cost, improve the quality and reliability of a process. SMEs often do not test new methods, since they lack relevant test environments or specialized personnel. Hence, opportunities and risks as well as costs and benefits of a range of methods and sensors are often not known.
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Industrial Sectors
- Chemicals, Fuels, Plastic
- Industrial (white) biotechnology
- Recycling, Residues, Water
- Analytical chemistry
- IT (Big Data, AI, "Industry 4.0")
Technological specification

The database distinguishes between physical, spectroscopic, electro-chemical measuring methods and sensors as well as between the determination of single components (concentration) and aggregated parameters (viscosity, pH, etc.).

Per measuring method different assembly options, measuring principles and sensors exist. Those also depend on temperature, pressure, flow (regime), compatibility towards process media, geometry and measuring frequency. The interplay of the mentioned factors frequently implies differences with respect to applicability and scalability as well as pronounced differences in OPEX and CAPEX.

Our service

We analyze for you options as well as costs and benefits of different measuring methods and sensors in the framework of a feasibility study. This could be a desktop study or an additional experimental evaluation of measuring techniques and methods. Experimental studies can comprise orientating trials for proof-of-principle up to long-term tests and quantitative comparisons measuring methods and techniques.

An existing industrial test environment ranging from lab to pilot plants and our sector overarching know-how about processes, products and raw materials enables a validation relevant for the industry as well as an efficient screening of methods and sensors. User-specific constraints concerning measurements executed at-, on- or in-line can optionally be investigated as well.

Your benefit

- Comparative assessment of options and methods for improvements of quality, yield and productivity in the framework of the trend towards digitalization
- Optional renting or renting with buy-option for sensors
- Tests in relevant lab- and pilot plants with products or intermediates
- Control for new or varying raw materials and by-products
- Tighter specs
- Production flexibility
- Inexpensive screening
- Interdisciplinary cooperation of scientists, analysts, engineers and information technology
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www.dynaflex.de
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